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A Bernstein quasi-interpolant operator B, Ik) has been introduced by Sablonniere 
(in “Multivariate Approximation Theory, Vol. Iv” (C. K. Chui. W. Schempp, 
and K. Zeller, Eds.). Birkhauser. Basel. 1989). In this paper we show that for fixed 
k the norm 11@‘11 cc is uniformly bounded in n. This answers a conjecture of 
Sablonniere. % 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let: f be a function delined on [0, 11. The Bernstein operator B,, is 
defined by 
where plli = (r) xi( 1 - .x)~-~, 06 id n. It is well known the approximation 
order of B, is 0(1/n). To obtain faster convergence various Bernstein-type 
quasi-interpolants have been introduced. Recently P. Sablonniere intro- 
duced such an operator [4]. To illustrate the operator we recall some 
notations (see [4]). 
Let F!‘, denote the space of polynomials of degree at most n. On the 
space P, the operator B, can be considered as a linear differential operator 
c3741 
B, = i p;Di, (1) 
i=O 
where fly E Pi are defined by the recurrence relation 
n(i+ 1) p:+,(~j=X(D~~(~)+~~-,(x)j~ 
p;= 1, p;=o: 
where (and in the following) X= x( 1 - x). 
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Because B,, is a one-to-one mapping on P,, there exists the inverse 
operator B; I defined on P,, which can a!so be considered as a hnear 
differential operator 
rr 
where the coefficients ~7 are defined by the recurrence relation 
i 6;rr:‘=0: 
r-0 
r;,= I, 2’1= 0: 
where d:,=C;=O(;)Di&‘+,P,. 
For 0 <k 6 ~1, [4] introduced the truncated inverse of B), 
j=O 
and defined the so-called left Bernstein quasi-interpolant BL” (of order C) 
B;,“’ = .4jk’B,. 
That is, 
B’“‘= 4’“‘B n -n II 
= t r/“D’B,. 
j-0 
In order to investigate the convergence of the left Bernstein quasi-inter- 
polant in C[O, 11, we want to know whether the norm of the operator BI,“! 
is bounded for k fixed. Here we consider C[O, I] as a Banach space 
(C[O, I]. 1.1 Jc) with the norm IlfliT=~~pOS;-G1 I,f(xjl forf(.-cjEC[ii: I] 
and Bj,k’ as a linear operator BLk’: (C[O, I], I/ j\ ~ ) + (CEO, ! jr !j. Ij ~~ ). For 
k = 0, k = 1: we have 
Hence 
B’O’=B”‘=B n n H 
II B~“i Tx. d 1, k=O, I 
For k=2, 
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is proved in [4]. As to what happens for k 3 3, P. Sablonniere has the 
following conjecture [4]: for fixed k, the norm IIBr’;l~ is uniformly 
(about n) bounded. Then based on the conjecture he has proved a con- 
vergence result of B, . ‘k) And it is said that the experimental results support 
the conjecture. Thus it is crucial whether the conjecture is true or not. In 
this short note we will prove this conjecture. 
2. PRELIMISARIES 
From the expression of B,, it is easy to derive 
BY(x) = ; I&((. - x)j)(x). (3) 
The properties of B,,((. -.X)‘)(X) have been extensively investigated in 
papers involving Bernstein polynomials (for example, [ 1,2, 51). We recall 
the recurrence relation of B,,(( . - x)~)(.x) E T,,i(x): 
T,.,(x) = 1: 
Tn.,(x) = 0, 
T,.;, l(X) = fK(x) + iT,,,i- l(X)). 
By induction it is easy to check that 
Set s’ = [(s + 1)/2]. We can write 
Tn.,(x) = F,,,-,,-,(x) 5 + f’,,, +--2(x) -$ 
+ ... +F,.,(x)G, 
n 
where F,,j(x) are polynomials independent of n (just as are CJ”’ (x) and 
Dp’(x)). Repeated differentiation of (4) shows that 
D’T 
(5) 
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where we make the convention Xx = ! for integer x < 0. F:.i(.u) are polyno- 
mials bounded uniformly in n. 
Note that 
Here GJSl(x) are polynomials independent qf n. lrz particulm 
Proqf By the definition 
Szr= i ‘: Dij3;+S--i 
0 i-0 ’ 
and using (3) and (5). the rearrangement of the terms Xyietds (6 j, For (0’) 
see [4]. 1 
LEMMA 2. We kaue x6 = 1, 2; = 0, and 
uhere s’ = [(s + 1)/2] and Hy(. Y are J*unctions uni&om!~~ bomded in n am2 ) 
YE [O, 11. 
Proof By induction. For s= 2 it is obvious by calculation. Now 
suppose (7 j is true for s < k - 1. By Lemma 1 we have 
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= G?- r(x) &+Gk,‘,,(s)& n 
+ ... +Gl;;k-,.+1,;2, X ( 1 
Xk-r-[ik-r-1):2] 
n[(kLr+ I),21 ’ 
Thus for r <k - 1, 
+ ... +G/;;k-r+li,.2, (x) 
Xk-r- [(k-,-i 1)‘2] 
n[(k-r+ I):21 
> 
x H:“l(x)g&+H:“2(x)g+ ... +H;!+)y) 
( 
Note that 
[“-;+‘]+[F]++k’. 
Hence with the rearrangement we can write 6;,$! as 
where obviously all Ly(x) are uniformly bounded in n and XE [0, 11. 
Noting that 
6;,=k! i npk, 
0 
we have 
nk Ilk 
(~‘k)-l=k!(;)=n()l-l)...(n-k+l) 
where K, is bounded in n. Using the recurrence relation about cl:, we have 
k-l 
It follows that (7) is true for s = k. 1 
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3. MAW RESULT 
Now we are in a position to prove the main result about the norm of ti;z 
ieft Bernstein quasi-interpolant. 
THEOREM. Let 
B’kl = A’k’B 
I! II ?I 
= jgo .xj’D’B,. 
For fLyed kl the norm IiBf’II x is bounded. ;:,?nze/~~: there Is a ronstmt M 
independent qf n such that 
It is well known that 
It has been proved that 
X’ iD”Bf(x)j 6 C(r) nr ) fli r, XE [O: I]: (9) 
where C is a constant independent of n [2]. For integer ,j we write it as 
j=s+2r, 
where s and r are integers, 0 6 r d [j/2]. Thus 
From (9) it follows that 
X’ ID~‘B,f(.~)l d C(j) & (n-5): d;,?f(.)‘l, 
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Now using Lemma 2, we obtain 
where the constant K > maxi. GSGj- 1 llHtj(. )I1 X : independent of rz. Noting 
that 
and j = s + 2~: from (10) we have 
I~;~‘Kf(-~)l d CAjI Il.0 x 3 
For fixed k we have 
IByyf(x)l d 2 Iqmf(X)I 
j=O 
XE [O, 11. 
G(joC2W) Ilfll,T DECO, 11. 
Let M= (Cr=, C,(j). Then we obtain the desired result: 
II B!:‘ll 3c 6 fv. 
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